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ABSTRACT

3D fish animations become more and more popular in fish behavioral research. It empowers the experimenter to

design fish stimuli and their specific behavior to the experiment’s needs. The fish animation can be done manually

or derived from video footage. Especially automatic fish model parameter recovery for 3D animations is not well

studied yet. Here we present a novel, flexible method for this purpose. It can be used to recover position, pose,

bone rotation and size from single or multiple view and for single or multiple fish. Additionally we implement a

novel method to compensate the fish tank’s refraction effect and show that this method can decrease the error up

to 80 %. We successfully applied the proposed method to two different data sets and recovered fish parameters out

of single- and double-view video stream. A video attached to this paper demonstrates the results.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The use of virtual 3D fish stimuli is the current trend

in fish behavior research and partly replace the use of

fish video or live stimulus fish partly [WGCT17]. In

such kind of experiments screens with different 3D fish

animations are placed next to a fish tank. Each anima-

tion shows different fish (one or several) with different

appearance (e.g. skin texture or coloration), size, and

morphology or behavior pattern. Inside the real fish

tank are one or several test fish, which show their in-

terest to a stimulus by physical presence in front of the

corresponding screen. In order to create stimulus an-

imations some open source software tools e.g. Fish-

Sim Animation Toolchain1 or AnyFish2 came into the

market and help inexperienced users to create photo-

realistic 3D fish models and animations. The animation

part of the stimulus is mostly done manually (or in case

of [MSH+17] semi-automatic) since these tools do not

provide methods to derive actions and behavioral pat-

terns automatically from video footage.

In this paper we present a novel method which auto-

matically recovers 3D fish model parameters like po-

sition, orientation and joint configuration out of single

1 https://bitbucket.org/EZLS/fish_

animation_toolchain for more information see

[MSH+17] and [GMS+17] for its validation
2 https://github.com/anyFish-Editor/

anyFish-2.0 for more information see

[VIC+13, IAW+15]

or multiple view video footage by using a model-based

analysis-by-synthesis approach [Pop07]. This method

was originally applied for pose recovery and tracking

of humans [PMBH+10] or for human pose recovery

out of a single image [KKTM15]. Especially for the

task presented here this method is very promising for

two main reasons: first, the time-consuming process of

model-creation, which is needed for such a method, can

be omitted, since the 3D fish model is already available.

Second, fish have a very simple kinematic bone struc-

ture, which minimize the risk of misconvergence, what

in general can happen by using this method. Here we

extended this method by refraction synthesizing, which

appears at the air-water border of the fish tank. Ad-

ditionally we add an occlusion handling for fish. The

method is based on single or multiple view silhouettes

of live fish, which are approximated by view-depended

artificial silhouettes, extracted out of the provided 3D

fish model. For approximation we employed a least-

squares method. We finally validated the presented

method with video footage of single camera and dual

camera, showing a single fish or a pair of fish. We an-

notated a video sequence of 1000 frames manually and

compare this dataset to the result of the proposed algo-

rithm (with and without refraction compensation, single

and multiple view). It could be shown that the method

recovered fish position and pose very precisely. Espe-

cially the refraction compensation improved the posi-

tion recovery significantly. A video showing the results

of the method is attached to this paper. In summary, the
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work presented in this paper solves common problems

in research on fish behavior and contributes the follow-

ing features:

• precise transfer of fish movement patterns from

video footage to a photo-realistic 3D fish model (as

used in skeletal animations) precisely

• high position precision based on refraction compen-

sation by synthesis during optimization

• very flexible: single or multiple view camera setup,

single or multiple fish, fast (without refraction com-

pensation) or precise

The paper is divided into six chapters. In chapter 2 we

present related work. This is followed by chapter 3 giv-

ing information regarding preliminaries. In Chapter 4

the method is described in detail. We present in chap-

ter 5 the results of the method which are finally dis-

cussed in chapter 6.

2 RELATED WORK

Most motion capture research has been done and is still

going on in the field of human motion capture. There

are several different methods available: on the one hand

wearable motion trackers are used, which track the po-

sition and rotation of single joints (head, arms, legs etc.)

(see e.g. [RLS09]). On the other hand there are opti-

cal motion capture methods. These are divided in sys-

tem which use markers mounted to the human body and

markerless systems, which use single or multiple RGB-

cameras (e.g. [ST02, PMBH+10]) or RGB-depth cam-

eras (see e.g. [SSK+13]). Nowadays there are also deep

learning methods used for pose recovery like presented

in [CSWS17] or in [WRKS16]. In contrast to human

motion capture, fish pose recovery leads to special chal-

lenges: firstly, the use of motion trackers or markers

for visual pose recovery is very difficult, since wearable

motion trackers are not available for small fish or mark-

ers can only be fixed under great difficulties to fish. Sec-

ondly, RGB-D cameras (e.g. Microsoft Kinect), which

pushed the human pose recovery research forward mas-

sively, can only be used very limited: such cameras

mostly use active light, which brings difficulties regard-

ing reflection and refraction while light travels through

different media (e.g. water and air). Due to these facts

multiple view camera setups are the most used configu-

ration for 3D tracking and pose recovering of fish. Be-

sides some research in field of fish position tracking in

2D and 3D (for a review see [DDYP13]), there is little

research in fish pose-recovery. Takahashi et al. intro-

duce a method to extract fish position and posture from

orthogonal video footage. They used a simple 3D fish

model, which was projected to the real images. With

the help of a brute force, box constrained search al-

gorithm they estimated the model-parameters in a way,

that the projection fits best to the recorded fish images.

They finally used the gathered motion data to estimate

a locomotion model of the fish [THHN00]. Butail and

Paley estimated 3D position and shape to analyse fish

schooling kinematics [BP10]. They modelled the fish

shape as bendable ellipsoid. Based on this model fish

pose, position and bending is estimated out of 2D sil-

houettes with the help of a particle filter. Later on they

improved this method and extended the used 3D-model

[BP12]. In contrast to the former model, the newer

model consisted of estimated cross-sectional ellipses,

which were ordered along a three-dimensional midline,

describing the bending of the fish body more precisely.

They used simulated annealing to match 2D silhouettes

to the model and to find the best model parameter set.

The cost function is based on the sum of distances be-

tween occluding contour points and the model surface.

Voesenek et al. used a similar but more precise model

with more degrees of freedom regarding fish bending

and rotation [VPvL16]. They also approximated 2D

silhouettes to a 3D-model, which consists of merged

ellipsoids along the longitudinal axis. For finding the

optimal model-parameters they re-projected the model

to the virtual cameras and calculated a scalar value de-

scribing the overlap and used a downhill simplex algo-

rithm for optimization. Besides extraction of fish mo-

tion they used the system to derive resultant forces and

torques of fish during swimming.

In contrast to the former work, the proposed method

differs in the following:

• motion capture for 3D fish animation: this method

uses a 3D fish animation model with bones to re-

cover position, pose and bending. The resulting

parameter set can directly be used to animate 3D-

models

• the proposed method synthesizes the refraction

caused by the air-water border

• we use a non-linear least-squares method to approxi-

mate the fish position, pose and bending, which uses

all silhouette pixels separately for optimization

• the method is very flexible and can be used for single

or multiple fish, for single- or multiple camera se-

tups, precise (with refraction compensation) or fast

(without refraction compensation)

3 PRELIMINARIES

3.1 Calibration

Since our method is specialized for fish in aquaria, we

use an easy and precise calibration method, which was

especially developed for this purpose (see [MSKK14]).

The method assumes, that camera position and align-

ment are static in relation to the aquarium. Based on
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fish. One option is to measure the size of the fish man-

ually. This can be quite difficult since the fish has to

be caught and its body has to be aligned along the mea-

surement tool. An easier option is to use the computer

vision system to measure the size of the fish. In the

proposed method we also apply the in subsection 4.4

described optimization method in a preprocessing step.

To do so we record a short video sequence of the swim-

ming fish and besides the pose and position parameters

we also optimize the size in x-, y- and z-direction. De-

pending on the used model, it is also possible to opti-

mize the scale of the bones in order to adjust the shape

of the fish automatically. We average the size parame-

ters over the whole test sequence and use these parame-

ters for the actual recovery process. For a multiple view

setup, the size can be approximated fast and precisely.

In contrast, in a single-view setup the model-size can

not be recovered exactly: the projected size of the sil-

houette depends on the size of the model as well as on

the distance between camera and object. For that rea-

son we use a constrained size optimization, in which

the fish position is bounded to the size of the fish tank.

In order to get a good result, the recorded fish move-

ment should cover the area in front of the tank’s front

and back wall.

4.7 Multiple fish and occlusion handling

The method presented in this paper is capable of mul-

tiple fish tracking. It is recommended to use a multi-

ple camera setup in order to increase the stability of the

system in case of occlusion. As long as no occlusion

occurs, every fish can be handled separately according

the previous described method. In case of occlusion,

we modify the method as follows:

Silhouette mapping

Since the mapping of silhouette and fish is straightfor-

ward in case of a single fish (single silhouette to single

fish), the problem of silhouette mapping occurs if sev-

eral fish have to be tracked. In order to find the right

silhouette for each fish, we compare the extracted con-

tours of the current image regarding equation 7 with the

silhouette of each fish model of the last frame. We as-

sign the extracted contour to the model with the small-

est error. This is done for each frame and for each cam-

era view.

2D silhouette retrieving for occluding fish

If two or more fish cover each other in a camera view,

the background subtraction method will just provide a

single silhouette for these fish. For approximation of

the virtual contour to the real silhouette it is necessary

to reconstruct the silhouette as good as possible. We

do so by creating the silhouette of each involved fish

separately and merge these silhouettes together. This

results in a single silhouette which consists of all outer

silhouette edges.

Optimization in case of occlusion

Due to the fact that more fish are involved in the opti-

mization process we combine all parameter vectors X of

the involved fish to a new parameter vector. The con-

tour comparator works the same way as described in

section 4.3 except that the silhouette pixels of the com-

bined silhouette are used for the camera view where the

occlusion takes place. For the optimization all silhou-

ette pixels of all fish in all camera views were used to

approximate the virtual models to the live ones. Tests

showed that the combined silhouette of multiple fish

brings a higher risk of wrong convergence. For that

reason we will check if the involved fish has a separate

silhouette in another camera view and push this silhou-

ette twice to the optimization process. By doing so this

fish silhouette has a higher impact to the optimization

process and the risk of wrong convergence decreases.

4.8 Handling of transparent fish parts

Another difficulty of fish pose recovery is the handling

of transparent parts like fins. In our experiments we fig-

ured out that especially semi-transparent fins can cause

trouble: depending on the fish position and alignment, it

could happen that, for the background subtraction sys-

tem, a fin is visible in some regions of the fish tank and

invisible in other regions. This can cause problems for

the method presented here since we extract (see chap-

ter 4.1) the outer silhouette of the fish. If for example

the caudal fin is not always visible, it will influence the

optimization algorithm negatively. In order to handle

this problem, we recommend to organize fish parts (e.g.

fins) in mesh-groups. If a part is not detected by the

background subtraction, it can be easily removed from

the model. In case a fin is detected from time to time we

extract the silhouette of this fin separately and add it to

the total contour. By doing so both contours (with and

without fin) are available and the contour comparator

searches for the best matching one. This is also shown

in figure 4.

5 RESULTS

We compared the results of the here introduced method

regarding runtime and precision with a manually anno-

tated dataset. This included the results of single-camera

setup, multiple camera setup, with and without refrac-

tion compensation. Additionally, we also applied the

method to a dataset of two fish including occlusion in

one and both camera views.

5.1 Dataset

The dataset consisted of 1000 manually annotated

frames which show a single female sailfin molly swim-

ming in a fish tank (26 cm x 18 cm x 17 cm). The fish

had a length of approximately 5 cm which corresponds

to about 180 to 200 pixels. For annotation we manually
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Table 1: Algorithm’s runtime under different configu-

rations

configuration runtime per

frame / 2 frames

in sec. (fps)

single fish, single camera, no

refraction compensation

0.07 (14.2)

single fish, single camera, with

refraction compensation

0.25 (4)

single fish, two cameras, no

refraction compensation

0.14 (7.1)

single fish, two cameras, with

refraction compensation

0.5 (2.0)

two fish, two cameras, with

refraction compensation

0.7 (1.4)

single fish, two cameras, with

refraction compensation and size

estimation (three additional

parameters)

0.67 (1.49)

single fish, two cameras, with

refraction compensation and

eight bending parameters

0.92 (1.08)

single fish, two cameras, no

refraction compensation and

eight bending parameters

0.25 (4)

gine irrlicht (version 1.8.1, http://dlib.net/) for

rendering and silhouette extraction. We measured the

mean time which was needed to process one frame (or

two frames in case of two cameras). Table 1 gives a

rough impression of the computational-intensity of dif-

ferent configurations. The refraction compensation was

relative computational-intensive since every silhouette

pixel was optimized separately. For runtime improve-

ment it could be interesting to find an analytic solu-

tion of equation 5 which substitutes the optimization.

In general it can be noted, that increasing the number

of cameras and of fish the runtime increases approxi-

mately linear. Additionally, with up-to-date hardware,

the method can be real-time capable.

6 CONCLUSION

In this work we introduce a new method to approximate

3D fish skeletal model parameters out of single- or

multiple view video stream. We propose a new method

to synthesize the refraction effect during optimization.

We successfully applied the method to two different

datasets with different configurations: we extracted

model parameters for a one and two fish with and

without refraction compensation. We showed that re-

fraction compensation increases the recover accuracy:

for position recovery the mean error was reduced by

∼85 % for rotation by ∼20 % and for bending by

∼11 %. We demonstrated that it is possible to recover

the 3D-model parameters out of a single view video

stream and reduce the runtime at the same time. By

doing so it is possible to use the method in real-time

application.
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